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AbstrAct

Cloud storage and computing, although it 
empowers ubiquitous and global information acqui-
sition, analysis, and management, the latency per-
formance and heavy traffic burdens at fronthaul/
hackhaul links have emerged as critical concerns 
due to the scalability issue, which consequently 
drives the development of edge content cache and 
dissemination. Despite ample research on laten-
cy and traffic load reduction, an effective design 
of edge content cache and dissemination from 
the perspective of energy efficiency is imperative. 
Noting the fact that wireless service demands are 
inherently unbalanced over geographic regions, a 
practical cell planning strategy of operators’ basic 
interests should deploy base stations massively in 
hot spot areas and sparsely in rural areas. A mobile 
user is therefore able to acquire desired contents 
through multiple base stations in a hot spot, while 
performing autonomous content cache and dis-
semination with other mobile users in rural areas. 
Taking this practical constraint into consideration, 
this article offers energy-optimal edge content 
cache and dissemination designs for hot spot and 
rural areas. Exploiting Lyapunov optimization and 
optimum control theory, we demonstrate analyt-
ical foundations and principles of the proposed 
optimum designs. Engineering insights are also 
revealed through practical simulation investigations 
to extend the research frontier of energy-efficient 
edge content cache and dissemination. 

IntroductIon
The paradigm of cloud storage and computing to 
collect and process data around the world at a log-
ically unified cloud server has been demonstrated 
to empower ubiquitous knowledge acquisition 
and global information analysis/management [1]. 
With the aid of existing cellular infrastructure, this 
paradigm has been further extended to mobile 
users to access both location-based and non-loca-
tion-based information in this decade. However, 
recent research has revealed severe inefficiency 
of cloud storage/computing due to scalability [2], 
and such inefficiency includes:
• Growing latency to access information stored/

processed at databases whose physical loca-
tions could be anyplace on this planet

• Growing burdens on backhaul links of mobile 
networks to forward information between 
base stations and cloud servers

• Decreasing spectrum utilization at fronthaul 
links of mobile networks due to heavy bur-
dens to forward information between base 
stations and mobile users

These thorny issues consequently drive the devel-
opment of edge content cache and dissemination 
[3–5].

Caching frequently desired knowledge and 
location-based information at network edges (e.g., 
base stations or mobile users) has been regarded 
as a promising innovation to tackle the scalability 
issue so as to significantly alleviate information 
acquisition latency and traffic burdens at backhaul 
links [6]. In the meantime, network edges may 
further disseminate cached/obtained information/
knowledge to other network edges. As informa-
tion dissemination only occurs among network 
edges in physical proximity, spectrum could be 
fully reused in the spatial domain to considerably 
enhance the spectrum utilization at fronthaul links. 
Despite considerable discussions on the technical 
merits in terms of latency, traffic burdens at back-
haul links, and spectrum utilization at fronthaul 
links, an optimum design from the perspective 
of minimizing overall energy consumption still 
remains open [7]. 

To minimize overall energy consumption, a 
crucial fact of network deployment is generally 
ignored. Eliminating all the potential coverage 
holes to offer ubiquitous network services is typ-
ically a primary objective in cell planning. How-
ever, this ideal strategy may largely harm overall 
energy consumption in mobile networks due to 
the fact that wireless service demands are not uni-
formly distributed over all geographic regions. 
In practice, network deployment of operators’ 
utilitarian interests should treat hot-spot and rural 
areas with different strategies. In hot-spot areas 
with huge traffic demands, rich research results 
have revealed that more low-power base sta-
tions (or small cells), instead of a few macrocell 
base stations, should be massively deployed to 
facilitate low overall energy consumption. As a 
result, a mobile user located at overlapped cov-
erage areas could possibly receive wireless ser-
vices from multiple base stations. In this case, the 
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challenge of an energy-optimal content cache 
and dissemination design is to decide a minimum 
number of base stations caching different con-
tents to service a mobile user such that the laten-
cy constraint of content access can be satisfied. 
On the other hand, in rural areas with very few 
traffic demands (e.g., a mountain district, a forest 
region, or an area with low population), sparse 
base station deployment is already satisfactory to 
avoid offering overcapacity of wireless services. In 
this case, mobile users autonomously caching and 
disseminating the contents obtained from base 
stations could be efficacious to supply wireless 
services in coverage holes. Nevertheless, the chal-
lenge of an energy-optimal design turns out to be 
optimally controlling the beginning of cache time 
at each mobile user and base station to launch 
further information dissemination.

Accordingly, the purpose of this article is to 
offer substantially energy-optimal designs for edge 
content cache and dissemination in practical net-
work deployment. To this end, the application of 
the optimum control theory as well as Lyapunov 
drift theory together with social statistics and epi-
demic spreading to develop the proposed ener-
gy-optimal designs are elaborated. The provided 
knowledge thus paves substantial foundations to 
facilitate practical implementation of energy-opti-
mal edge content cache and dissemination. 

PrIncIPles of edge content cAche And 
dIssemInAtIon In  

PrActIcAl network dePloyment
As aforementioned, from the operators’ perspec-
tive, eliminating all the coverage holes may not 
be an efficient cell planning strategy, and a prac-
tical network deployment strategy is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. In hot-spot areas (e.g., urban areas, indoor 
environments of shopping malls or offices), opera-
tors are expected to deploy more base stations to 
supply more resources in both the fronthaul and 
backhaul links. Through caching location-based 
information or popular (frequently accessed) 
contents at these edge base stations, traffic loads 
at backhaul links and the core network can be 
relaxed. Since backlinks and the core network 
may involve a considerable number of switches, 
routers, and databases in creating connections 
from a mobile user to a remote cloud server, the 
amount of energy consumption to operate back-
haul links and core network could be intractably 
large. Therefore, such an edge content cache 
framework could also alleviate the overall energy 
consumption in mobile networks through mini-
mizing the utilization of backhaul links.

However, due to limited memory space, each 
base station may only cache a limited amount of 
information and knowledge, and cached informa-
tion/knowledge can be provided to a mobile user 
if a mobile user requests it. In this case, to increase 
memory space to cache more information/knowl-
edge, each base station may cache a part of infor-
mation/knowledge that is identical with that at 
other base stations, while each base station may 
cache a part of information/knowledge that is 
disjoint from other base stations, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. When these base stations are massively 
deployed, the coverage regions of multiple base 
stations could be overlapped, and a mobile user 

located at overlapped coverage regions could 
receive wireless services from multiple base sta-
tions. As a result, if a mobile user requests a sort 
of information/knowledge while the requested 
information/knowledge is not cached in a base 
station, this mobile user can request information/
knowledge from other base stations. Consequent-
ly, the more base stations a mobile user can con-
nect to, the higher probability that a mobile user 
is able to obtained desired information/knowl-
edge through fronthaul links (links between a 
mobile user and a base station). If, unfortunate-
ly, the requested information/knowledge is not 
cached at any base station to which a mobile user 
is able to connect, a base station should forward 
this request to the cloud service, and the request-
ed information/knowledge is provided from the 
cloud server through backhaul links.

As aforementioned, utilizing backhaul links 
and the core network may consume intractably 
large energy. To minimize the latency to access 
the required information/knowledge, a straight-
forward strategy for a mobile user is to connect 
(send requests to) as many base stations as pos-
sible so as to maximize the probability to obtain 
required information/knowledge. However, this 
strategy may increase another sort of energy con-
sumption at fronthaul links. An energy-optimal 
design is consequently that each mobile user only 
connects to a minimum number of base stations 
such that the latency constraint to obtain desired 
information/knowledge can be satisfied. An ana-
lytical design derived from the Lyapunov drift the-
ory is introduced later.

On the other hand, in rural areas (e.g.,moun-
tain/forest regions with low population), an ener-

Figure 1. In practical network deployment of operators’ utilitarian interests, 
base stations should be massively deployed in hot-spot areas, while sparse 
base station deployment should be adopted in rural areas.
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gy-efficient design is to deploy only a limited 
number of base stations to save energy at fronthaul 
links. Nevertheless, it is likely that a mobile user 
is not able to connect to a base station to obtain 
desired information/knowledge all the time. To 
facilitate information/knowledge dissemination, a 
mobile user is able to cache contents when this 
mobile user is able to enjoy wireless services pro-
vided from a base station. Subsequently, when 
this mobile user moves out from the coverage 
region of a base station, this mobile user is able 
to provide cached contents to other mobile users 
in need, and these mobile users also cache the 
obtained contents to further provide to others. 
To minimize energy consumption at each mobile 
user, content dissemination only occurs when 
mobile users are in physical proximity. In this case, 
the behavior of information dissemination is sim-
ilar to disease epidemics [8, 9], as illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 

To boost content dissemination, each mobile 
user should cache as many contents as possible 
to offer ample opportunities for an out-of-net-
work-coverage mobile user to obtain contents 
from a neighboring mobile user. However, this 
design may not be allowed due to limited mem-
ory space in each mobile user. This critical lim-
itation further makes an appropriate beginning 
time instance for each mobile user to perform 
content cache a crucial issue. Since a mobile user 
is able to share contents only if contents have 
been cached, a mobile user performing content 
cache at a very early time may benefit content 
dissemination among mobile users. However, this 
scheme may spend much energy of a mobile user 
since a mobile user should share contents once a 
mobile user has obtained contents. Furthermore, 
when a mobile user has cached contents, the 
storage capacity of this mobile user cannot store 

other contents. On the other hand, if all mobile 
users delay the beginning time to perform cach-
ing, contents cannot be fully disseminated among 
mobile users during a desired time duration. As 
a result, an energy-optimal design can be used 
to minimize the utilization of fronthaul links and 
the number of mobile users who want but are still 
waiting for contents during a desired time dura-
tion. An analytical design derived from the opti-
mum control theory [10] is introduced later. 

energy-oPtImAl desIgn In  
hot-sPot AreAs

For each mobile user, the objective is to obtain 
desired information/knowledge on time either 
through connecting to multiple base stations to 
increase the probability of successfully accessing 
desired information/knowledge from base sta-
tions, or through connecting to only one base 
station to obtain desired information/knowledge 
from the cloud server. An energy design thus can 
be analytically formulated as an optimization, in 
which the objective is to minimize the average 
number of connected base stations for each 
mobile user over time, so as to minimize the ener-
gy consumption at fronthaul links. In the mean-
time, two constraints should be satisfied.

Average Amount of Information/Knowledge 
Acquisition from the Cloud Server over Time 
Should Not Exceed a Pre-Defined Threshold: 
Since an accurate analysis on the amount of ener-
gy consumption through utilizing backhaul links 
and core network may not be practically trac-
table, this constraint is equivalent to controlling 
energy consumption at backhaul links and the 
core network not to exceed a certain threshold.

Queue Length of Each Mobile User Cannot 
Exceed a Certain Threshold over Time: When a 
mobile user requires information/knowledge to 
process a task, this task stays in a queue, and this 
task can be removed from a queue only if the 
required information/knowledge can be obtained. 
If this constraint can be satisfied at a mobile user, 
we say that this mobile user is stabilized.

The goal of this design is consequently to 
decide the number of base stations that each 
mobile user is permitted to connect to at any time 
instant, and the amount of information/knowl-
edge permitted to be downloaded from the cloud 
server at any time instant, so as to solve the opti-
mization. 

In this optimization, the objective and two 
constraints should be tackled asymptotically in 
the time domain through dynamically determin-
ing two parameters as stated above at each time 
instant. Such a problem is a sort of “dynamic opti-
mization,” and in the literature, the Markov deci-
sion process (MDP) [11] and differential evolution 
(DE) are widely discussed as general methods, 
especially to strike the trade-off between resource 
utilization and delay. However, when the numbers 
of base stations and mobile users grow, the model 
of MDP and DE could become sophisticated, and 
the number of iterations could also exponentially 
increase. In fact, there are straightforward meth-
ods to satisfy the two constraints; for example, 
permitting a mobile user with an unacceptable 
queue length to connect to more base stations or 
download more information/knowledge from the 

Figure 2. In hot-spot areas with massive base station deployment, a mobile user 
is able to connect to more than one base station, and each base station 
may cache different sets of information/knowledge.
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cloud server. Although this facilitates latency per-
formance of information/knowledge acquisition 
for each mobile user, the result could largely devi-
ate from the optimum solution. In other words, 
there is a trade-off between resource utilization 
and network performance. This engineering 
issue consequently motivates a recent innovation 
known as Lyapunov optimization. 

Lyapunov optimization, originating from 
Lyapunov drift theory [12], introduces the 
drift-plus-penalty concept to develop a dynamic 
control algorithm. Through properly defining a 
drift-plus-penalty function, the dynamic control 
algorithm maximizes the drift-plus-penalty func-
tion subject to the queue stability at each mobile 
user. To define a drift-plus-penalty function, 
two parameters are introduced: a virtual queue 
of each mobile user (denote Xk(t) as the virtual 
queue length of the kth mobile user at time t) and 
a constant cost V to utilize multiple base stations. 
As a result, the penalty of utilizing backhual links, 
the cost of connecting to multiple base stations 
(fronthaul links), and the queue length of each 
mobile user are jointly taken into account in a 
drift-plus-penalty function. When a drift-plus-pen-
alty function can be analytically formulated, the 
energy-optimal design can be analytically refor-
mulated as a new optimization to maximize the 
drift-plus-penalty function. Instead of analytical-
ly providing a drift-plus-penalty function for our 
design, an illustration as shown in Fig. 3 can offer 
engineering insights to comprehend the dynamic 
operations of the optimization.

As shown in Fig. 3, both Xk(t) and V can be 
conceptually regarded as particular thresholds. 
When the task queue length of the kth mobile 
user is below V, this mobile user only connects 
to a single base station. If this base station fortu-
nately caches information/knowledge required 
by the mobile user, the task queue length of the 
mobile user may not grow; otherwise, the task 
queue length could increase. When the task 
queue length exceeds V, the mobile user con-
nects to multiple base stations. In practice, there 
can be multiple V values associated with different 
numbers of base stations. When the task queue 
length exceeds a higher V value, the mobile user 
is able to connect to more base stations. If the 
task queue length continues growing to exceed 
Xk(t), the mobile user is permitted to download 
information/knowledge from the cloud server 
through backhauk links. 

In Figs. 4 and 5, simulation results of the opti-
mum solutions in the proposed design using Lya-
punov optimization are provided. To simulate the 
dynamic of the number of base stations, the num-
ber of connectable base stations at time t + 1 is 
modeled as the difference between the number 
of connectable base stations at time t and  the 
number of base stations that are out of network 
coverage to a mobile user at time t, plus the num-
ber of base stations newly become connectable 
to a mobile user at time t. The deployment (loca-
tions) of base stations follows a homogeneous 
Poisson point process with the density 5 × 10–5. 
A mobile user is able to receive wireless services 
from a base station if the distance between a 
mobile user and a base station is less than 150 
m, and the velocity of each mobile device is set 
to be 20 m/s.

Figure 4 shows the total (summation of) task 
queue length of all mobile users under different 
cache capacities (i.e., amount of information/
knowledge cached) denoted by M in each base 
station. 10 information/knowledge items with 
different popularities ranking from 1 to 10 are 
considered in this simulation, and each base sta-
tion randomly chooses M from 10 information/
knowledge items according to a Zipf distribution. 
We can observe from Fig. 4 that the total task 
queue length increases as V grows. When the 
cost to connect to multiple base stations (i.e., V) 
increases, each mobile user may avoid connect-
ing to more base stations to alleviate the cost. As 
a result, a mobile user may not obtain required 
information/knowledge from base stations to lead 
to a long task queue length. On the other hand, a 
larger cache capacity in each base station is able 
to accommodate a variety of information/knowl-
edge. Therefore, a mobile user may have a higher 

Figure 3. If the task queue length does not exceed V, a mobile user only con-
nects to one base station. If the task queue length has exceeded V but not 
exceeded Xk(t), a mobile user connects to more than one base station. If 
the task queue length has exceeded both V and Xk(t), backhaul links are 
utilized to connect to the cloud server.
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chance to obtain required information/knowledge 
through only connecting to a few base stations. 
Consequently, a larger cache capacity in each 
base station facilitates a shorter task queue length 
in a mobile station. 

In Fig. 5, the average base station utilization 
under different V values are shown. Similarly, 
when the cost to connect to multiple base sta-
tions increases, each mobile user may avoid con-
necting to more base stations to alleviate the cost, 
leading to low utilization at each base station.

energy-oPtImAl desIgn In  
rurAl AreAs

To analyze the complex and opportunistic mech-
anisms of edge content cache and dissemination 
among mobile users, non-linear ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs) of epidemic spreading provide 
an adequate model capturing the random con-
tacts and time dynamic relationship among mobile 
users. Particularly, the susceptible-infected-recov-
ered (SIR) model receives considerable attention 
to be utilized as the state evolutionary equations 
for the control process [13]. To bridge the analogy 
between the SIR model and composition of mobile 
users in rural areas, S(t), I(t), and R(t) are denoted 
as the susceptible, infected, and recovered popula-
tion of mobile users at time t, respectively. The sus-
ceptible mobile users in S(t) denote the potential 
viewers of the contents, the infected mobile users 
in I(t) denote contagious users who need but still 
waiting for the contents, and the recovered mobile 
users in R(t) denote those who have been served 
with the contents and should no longer request the 
contents any more.

Without Autonomous Content Cache and 
Dissemination among Mobile Users: In this 
case, the only way that an infected mobile user 
becomes a recovered mobile user is to receive 
wireless service from a base station. Denote the 
time instant that a base station begins caching the 
contents from the cloud server as TC. At the time 
prior to TC, the wireless services provisioning from 
a base station to an infected mobile user relies on 
both backhaul and fronthaul links, as the contents 
are in fact provided from the cloud server. We 
denote the service rate provided at the fronthaul 
link at time t as u(t) = k1 when t < TC. After the 
time instant TC, the base station has performed 
content cache, and therefore backhaul links are 

not required. At this moment, the service rate pro-
vided at the fronthaul link at time t is denoted as 
u(t) = k2 when t ≥ TC. Generally, k1 ≤ k2, since 
the service rate at fronthaul links are subject to 
the service rate at backhaul links before caching 
takes place. However, when caching the contents 
at a base station, the service rate at fronthaul links 
increases due to the mitigation of traffic load on 
backhaul by caching. 

With Autonomous Content Cache and Dis-
semination among Mobile Users: We also denote 
the time instant that amobile user begins caching 
the contents as TC. After the time instant TC, in 
addition to obtaining the contents from a base 
station, an infected mobile user also acquires the 
contents from a recovered mobile user when they 
are within a contact region. In this case, an infect-
ed mobile user becomes a recovered mobile user. 

When an infected mobile user contacts a 
susceptible mobile user within a contact region, 
there is a viral rate u that a susceptible mobile 
user interested in accessing the contents becomes 
an infected mobile user.

Caching at the base station can be regard-
ed as a special case of autonomous content 
cache among mobile users in which there is 
no inter-user content dissemination. As a result, 
both with and without autonomous content, 
cache and dissemination among mobile users 
can be treated as a general case to be solved 
using a common design. In our energy-optimal 
design, there are two kinds of costs. The first 
kind of cost is related to the time duration of 
caching (i.e., TC), since in a caching duration 
the store capacity for caching the contents can-
not be used to cache other contents. The sec-
ond kind of cost is u(t), which also depends on 
TC. If we delay TC, although the storage capacity 
in base stations or mobile users can be vacated, 
backhaul links could be utilized for a long time 
to largely consume energy at backhaul links and 
the core network. Besides the costs, an efficient 
design of caching also depends on the num-
ber of recovered mobile users. Initially, there is 
no recovered user, causing scarce sharing and 
inefficient caching. Nevertheless, the number 
of recovered mobile users should increase in 
time and hence enhance the content sharing. 
The above concerns thus render the optimum 
control of TC a critical issue.

Targeting at deriving an energy-optimal design, 
an optimization can be formulated with the facili-
tation of the optimum control theory [10] to joint-
ly consider the costs and efficiency of epidemic 
content dissemination (i.e., the cumulative num-
ber of infected mobile users S(t) within a desired 
time duration Tf should be minimized),

TC
* = argmin

TC
I (t)β + 1

α
u(t)α dt

0

Tf∫
  

(1)

where a ≥ 0 and b ≥ 0 are two weighting param-
eters for u(t) and I(t), respectively. A larger a 
indicates a larger cost of using fronthaul/back-
haul links. b represents the requirement in system 
dynamics, in which a larger b and therefore larger 
I(t)b indicates fewer unserved users in the system 
before the expiration of Tf are desired. Equation 
1 can thus be solved through utilizing the general 
methodology provided by the optimum control 
theory.

Figure 5. Simulation results of the average base sta-
tion utilization under different V values.
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In Fig. 6, the simulation results of the optimum TC 
under different a and b are demonstrated. Pertaining 
to this simulation setup, N nodes are deployed to 
travel in a square area with wrap-around condition 
via the Lèvy walk mobility model to capture human 
moving behavior [14]. The step size and pause time 
are accounted for by a power law distribution with a 
negative exponent. We set the step size exponent to 
be 1.5 and the pause time exponent to be 1.38, to fit 
the real trace-based data collected in [15]. As shown 
in Fig. 6, the optimal caching time increases with the 
growth of a. If there are many contents circulating 
in the network, a longer time is needed to decide 
whether to cache the viral contents in order to opti-
mize the usage of storage capacity at the base station 
and mobile users. Nevertheless, since the number of 
mobile users who have viewed the contents grows 
by time, late caching time implies a better chance 
to efficaciously utilize caching among the mobile 
users for sharing. However, as we wish the number 
of mobile users waiting for the content to be as small 
as possible, the  optimal caching time becomes early 
to handle the requirement. These two factors form 
a trade-off in designing energy-optimal edge content 
cache and dissemination in rural areas.

conclusIon
In this article, analytical foundations of energy-op-
timal designs for edge content cache and dissem-
ination in hot-spot and rural areas are offered. In 
hot-spot areas, with the facilitation of Lyapunov 
drift theory and information/knowledge cache 
in base stations, each mobile user only receives 
wireless services from a minimum amount of base 
stations such that the task queue length can be 
stabilized. The proposed design consequently 
minimizes energy consumption at  fronthaul links 
and controls energy consumption at backhaul 
links. On the other hand, in rural areas, with the 
facilitation of optimum theory, content cache in 
both base stations and mobile users, and the SIR 
model for epidemic content sharing, the method 
to derive the optimum cache time is elaborated. 
The proposed design therefore strikes the opti-
mum trade-off between the utilization (and hence 
energy consumption) of fronthaul/backhaul links 
and the efficiency of content dissemination (i.e., 
minimizing the number of unserved mobile users 
within a desired time duration). The proposed 
designs are particularly tailored for practical cell 
planning strategy, to supply relevant knowledge in 
implementation and research. 
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Figure 6. Optimum cache time T*C under different 
cost configurations in terms of a and b, where 
1000 mobile users are deployed to a 10,000 
m2 area with Tf = 150, k1 =0.1, k2 = 0.2, u = 1, 
and u(t) = 0.15 when content cache and dis-
semination is allowed among mobile users.
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The proposed design 

strikes the optimum 

trade-off between the 

utilization of fronthaul/

backhaul links and the 

efficiency of content 

dissemination. The 

proposed designs are 

particularly tailored for 

the practical cell plan-

ning strategy, to supply 

relevant knowledge in 

implementation and 

research.


